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ABSTRACT

Two directions in which stereology may evolve in the future are sug-
gested. First, the use of ideas of mathematical morphology enables the
estimation of functions describing the local properties of a structure.
Secondly, the integration of stereology into model building within its
user disciplines enables prediction of properties of a diverse range of
materials on the basis of their geometrical structure.
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l. INTRODUCTION

Twenty—five years ago a group of diverse scientists, brought
together through the enterprise of Hans Elias, distilled a collection of
techniques for interpreting sections and projections which were used in
commonby their various disciplines. Those pioneers of stereology had a
vision of the scope of the new subject in extracting structural informa-
tion which has not yet been completely fulfilled. Indeed some potential
users of stereology seem disappointed when they discover its limitations.

One cause of disappointment is the focus upon global rather than
local properties. While useful as a summary, a few global parameters
such as VV and SV cannot be expected to encapsulate the intricacies of a
particular structure. Examples of local properties which have received
attention from stereologists are spherical particle size and membrane
thickness. Each of these can be recovered in a distributional sense
from cross—section data. The techniques of mathematical morphology offer
the possibility of stereological estimation of many other facets of local
structure. Rather than estimating only parameters, entire functions can
be estimated, providing much richer information about a structure.

Although stereology may not have yet reached its full potential,
it has been suggested (Ripley, 1981, Chap. 9) that it may be heading
towards obsolescence. Certainly, such technological developments as
X—ray tomography (Shepp and Kruskal, 1978) and the tandem scanning
reflected light microscope (Boyde et al., 1982) enable direct
3—dimensional measurements in some situations.












